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To date, the most commonly used outcome measure for assessing ideal binary mask estimation algo-

rithms is based on the difference between the hit rate and the false alarm rate (H-FA). Recently, the

error distribution has been shown to substantially affect intelligibility. However, H-FA treats each

mask unit independently and does not take into account how errors are distributed. Alternatively,

algorithms can be evaluated with the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) metric using the

reconstructed speech. This study investigates the ability of H-FA and STOI to predict intelligibility

for binary-masked speech using masks with different error distributions. The results demonstrate the

inability of H-FA to predict the behavioral intelligibility and also illustrate the limitations of STOI.

Since every estimation algorithm will make errors that are distributed in different ways, performance

evaluations should not be made solely on the basis of these metrics. VC 2016 Author(s). All article
content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY)
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4952439]

[ZHM] Pages: 3033–3036

I. INTRODUCTION

The ideal binary mask (IBM) algorithm improves speech

intelligibility outcomes in the frameworks of both noise

reduction and cochlear implant channel selection (e.g.,

Roman et al., 2003; Wang, 2005; Anzalone et al., 2006;

Brungart et al., 2006; Hu and Loizou, 2008). The general

approach is to generate a matrix of binary gain values in the

time-frequency (T-F) domain based on the local signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) within each T-F unit. When a priori knowl-

edge of the target and the interferer is available, the local

SNRs can be computed using the T-F representation of each

signal individually. Mask units that are dominated by the tar-

get are assigned a value of one and zero otherwise. Without a
priori knowledge, the mask values are estimated, often by

reformulating the mask estimation problem as a classification

problem and using machine learning techniques to perform

the classification. In the final stage of the binary-masking

approach, the mask (ideal or estimated) is applied to the noisy

mixture to segregate the target from the interfering signal.

Estimation algorithms can make one of two types of

errors: false positive (i.e., type-I or false alarm) errors occur

when interferer-dominated units are incorrectly labeled

target-dominated, and false negative (i.e., type-II or miss)

errors occur when target-dominated units are incorrectly

labeled interferer-dominated. To investigate the influence of

different distributions of these errors on speech intelligibility

outcomes, Kressner and Rozell (2015) and Kressner et al.
(2016) scored normal hearing (NH) listeners and cochlear

implant (CI) recipients, respectively, on their word recogni-

tion of noisy speech that had been processed with binary

masks containing different distributions of errors. These

studies together demonstrate that the impact of false positive

and false negative error rates on speech intelligibility scores

is highly dependent on how the errors are distributed.

To date, however, the most commonly used outcome

measure for assessing segregation performance is the hit-

minus-false-alarm (H-FA) metric, which is the difference

between the hit rate (i.e., the percentage of correctly classi-

fied target-dominated T-F units) and the false alarm rate
(i.e., the percentage of incorrectly classified interferer-

dominated T-F units). The prevalence of this metric emerged

after Kim et al. (2009) reported a correlation (r¼ 0.80)

between H-FA and speech intelligibility in their listener

study. However, Kim et al. (2009) conducted their listener

study with masks that were estimated with only one algo-

rithm. Since their algorithm likely makes errors in similar

ways in all of the masks it estimates, error distribution was

not a factor in their analysis. When developing and optimiz-

ing algorithms that estimate the IBM though, more than one

algorithm or design of an algorithm is being compared, and

each of these algorithms will make errors in different ways.

Thus, it is important to consider whether H-FA can predict

the intelligibility outcomes for binary masks with different

error distributions.

Alternatively to H-FA, binary-masked speech has also

been evaluated in literature with the short-time objective intel-

ligibility (STOI) metric (Taal et al., 2011). STOI was specifi-

cally designed to be able to predict, among other things,

intelligibility outcomes for binary-masked speech using ideala)Electronic mail: aakress@elektro.dtu.dk
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masks and masks with artificially induced, uniformly random

errors. Given that STOI evaluates the reconstructed signals as a

whole rather than each classification decision independently, it

holds promise for being able to predict outcomes for masks

with different error distributions because it can take into

account the perceptual relevance of the errors.

Several other metrics have been proposed to assess

sound source separation algorithms, such as the loudness-

weighted H-FA (Yu et al., 2014), the IBM ratio

(Hummersone et al., 2011), and the intelligibility metric

based on an auditory preprocessing model (Christiansen

et al., 2010). However, these metrics have gained limited

traction due to either lacking generalizability or accessibil-

ity. Therefore, this study investigates the ability of the two

most commonly used metrics, H-FA and STOI, to predict

behavioral speech intelligibility outcomes for masks with

varying distributions of errors.

II. METHODS

The objective measures H-FA and STOI were assessed

on their ability to predict the intelligibility scores from the

listener studies in Kressner and Rozell (2015). In these

experiments, speech mixed with babble was processed with

binary masks generated from a statistical model that artifi-

cially introduced errors with parametrically controlled distri-

butions. NH listeners were then scored on how many words

they could correctly identify in the processed sentences for a

variety of error distributions. In the first two experiments,

the masks contained varying rates of either false positive or

false negative errors (a or b, respectively) that were distrib-

uted either randomly (i.e., uniform distribution) or with a

varying amount of clustering. The clustering parameter c
defined how much more likely neighboring T-F units were to

have the same gain values than different gain values. Thus,

binary masks with a higher c were more likely to contain

errors that were clustered together in time and frequency.

The third listener experiment addressed the more realistic

scenario where the masks contained both false positive and

false negative errors. These errors were then either random

(i.e., unstructured, c¼ 1.0) or clustered with c¼ 2.0.

The masks and mixture signals were regenerated and

processed for each of the three experiments using the same

procedures as in Kressner and Rozell (2015). Then H-FA

and STOI were computed for each individual sentence. For

H-FA, each mask was compared to its ideal version, the true

positive and false positive rates were calculated, and then

H-FA was computed. For STOI, the procedure from Taal

et al. (2011) was followed and the STOI scores were con-

verted to word recognition predictions using the database-

specific mapping. Means were taken for both H-FA and

STOI across all sentences to obtain an overall prediction for

each condition.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the behavioral results and predicted

scores for the first two experiments of Kressner and Rozell

(2015). Figure 1(a) shows the behavioral results when false

positive errors are introduced (i.e., more energy from the

interferer-dominated T-F units is erroneously retained),

whereas Fig. 1(b) shows the behavioral results when false

negative errors are introduced (i.e., fewer of the target-

dominated T-F units are retained than in the IBM). Figures

1(c) and 1(d) show the predicted speech intelligibility using

H-FA, and Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) show the predicted speech

intelligibility using STOI.

The behavioral results suggest that false negative errors

can be as detrimental to speech intelligibility as false posi-

tive errors if they are clustered. However, H-FA fails to pre-

dict the impact of the distribution of errors, and instead,

predicts that all masks with the same error rates yield the

same intelligibility outcome. Thus, even though the correla-

tion between mean H-FA and behavioral scores for condi-

tions with c¼ 2.0 (i.e., the conditions with an error

distribution that most closely match the error distribution of

the estimated masks of Kim et al.; Kressner and Rozell,

2015) is high (r¼ 0.97), H-FA is unable to account for the

differences in the behavioral scores that arise when masks

contain errors that are distributed differently.

FIG. 1. Mean behavioral word recognition scores from Kressner and Rozell

(2015) for binary-masked speech that was processed with masks containing

either (a) only false positive errors (a) or (b) only false negative errors (b).

Corresponding mean H-FA scores are shown in (c) and (d), respectively,

and corresponding mean STOI scores are shown in (e) and (f), respectively.

The amount of error clustering (c) in the masks is indicated by the different

symbols. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. UN is the unity mask

control condition.
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In contrast to H-FA, STOI is able to qualitatively predict

the trends in the behavioral data when false negative errors

are presented, as demonstrated by the similarities between

Figs. 1(f) and 1(b). Additionally, STOI is also able to predict

the trends in the behavioral data for both false positive and

false negative errors when the errors are unstructured

(c¼ 1.0). These c¼ 1.0 conditions contain unstructured

errors in the same way as the masks from Li and Loizou

(2008), and since Taal et al. (2011) used the data from the Li

and Loizou (2008) study to develop STOI, it is not surprising

that STOI is able to predict intelligibility well for these con-

ditions. Nevertheless, STOI is unable to predict the influence

of clustering on the effect of false positive errors [compare

Fig. 1(e) with Fig. 1(a)]. It is clear that these objective meas-

ures are not capturing the effect of structured mask errors

even in the relatively simple cases of single error types.

Unfortunately, the real situation is even more complex

because estimation algorithms are unlikely to make only

false positive or false negative errors.

The final listener study in Kressner and Rozell (2015)

addresses this more realistic scenario with interacting false

positive and false negative errors. Figure 2(a) shows a contour

plot based on the behavioral word recognition for both unstruc-

tured (c¼ 1.0) and more realistic, clustered errors (c¼ 2.0).

Based on this contour plot, if the errors in the masks are

unstructured, all combinations of a and b that fall on or below

the solid contour line marked 50%, for example, would lead to

mean word recognition scores of 50% or better. In contrast, if

the errors in the masks are clustered with c¼ 2.0, only combi-

nations of false positive rates and false negative rates that fall

on or below the dashed contour line marked 50% would lead

to mean word recognition scores of 50% or better.

There are two salient features in the contour plot of the be-

havioral data. First, there is a shift of the c¼ 2.0 contour lines

towards the origin compared to the respective c¼ 1.0 contour

lines, which suggests that masks with higher amounts of clus-

tering must achieve higher accuracy rates in order to yield the

same intelligibility outcomes. Furthermore, there is a change in

the slopes of the c¼ 2.0 contour lines compared to the c¼ 1.0

contour lines. Because the slopes of the c¼ 1.0 contour lines in

Fig. 2(a) are nearly equal to�1, masks containing unstructured

errors appear to be equally influenced by false positive and

false negative errors. In contrast, the c¼ 2.0 contour lines are

more steeply sloping, which suggests that high false negative

error rates (b) are more detrimental to intelligibility outcomes

than high false positive error rates (a) when the errors are

clustered.

Figure 2(b) shows contours based on the intelligibility out-

comes H-FA predicts. The general qualitative relationship

between intelligibility and different combinations of false posi-

tive and false negatives rates are predicted well for the condi-

tions with unstructured errors (c¼ 1.0), as demonstrated

particularly by the fact that the c¼ 1.0 contour lines in Fig. 2(b)

are placed in approximately the same location as the respective

c¼ 1.0 contour lines in Fig. 2(a), as well as by the fact that the

c¼ 1.0 contour lines in Fig. 2(b) all have approximate slopes of

�1. However, H-FA fails to predict the negative impact that the

clustering of the errors has on intelligibility, as demonstrated by

the lack of shift of the c¼ 2.0 contour lines as well as the lack of

increased steepness in the c¼ 2.0 contour lines. In contrast to

H-FA, STOI in Fig. 2(c) successfully predicts the qualitative

trends in Fig. 2(a) relating to the shift of the c¼ 2.0 contour

lines and the change in slope. However, it tends to overpredict

the intelligibility outcomes in general, and it underpredicts the

effect of error clustering.

IV. DISCUSSION

Estimation algorithms will likely produce masks with

errors that are distributed in different ways depending on the

design of the algorithm. For example, one algorithm might

include a spectro-temporal integration stage to incorporate con-

textual information (Healy et al., 2013; May and Dau, 2013,

2014) and consequently increase clustering in the masks.

Alternatively, another algorithm may use a classifier that, for

example, consistently mislabels the high frequency channels or

the acoustic onsets. Although H-FA can predict outcomes rela-

tively well among masks with the same error distributions, this

study has demonstrated that it fails to predict the differences in

intelligibility that arise when masks contain different error dis-

tributions. Thus, it is an unreliable metric to use when evaluat-

ing estimation algorithms. In addition to using H-FA for

evaluation, many supervised learning approaches in the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Contours of (a) behavioral word recognition from Kressner and Rozell (2015) (redrawn here in percent correct rather than as a relative

score) and predicted scores using (b) H-FA and (c) STOI for speech processed with binary masks that contain a range of false positive (a) and false negative

(b) rates and two levels of clustering (c). Masks with unstructured errors (c¼ 1.0) are indicated with solid contour lines, whereas masks with clustered errors

(c¼ 2.0) are indicated with dashed contour lines.
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literature have used H-FA as a design objective (e.g., Han and

Wang, 2012; May and Dau, 2014). Since a higher H-FA score

does not necessarily produce a higher intelligibility score,

H-FA may also be unfit as a cost function for algorithm design.

Yu et al. (2014) tried to address some of the limitations of

H-FA when they proposed the loudness-weighted H-FA, a

mask-based metric that takes into account the relative impor-

tance of each error. However, the importance weights in the

metric were fit to masks that employ an alternate definition of

the IBM (i.e., the “target binary mask”; Kjems et al., 2009) and

that use an FFT-based frequency decomposition. Furthermore,

the weights were fit only to the behavioral scores for their own

listener study, which introduced either only false positive errors

or only false negative errors to each mask. Since their metric is

not directly applicable to masks that employ a different mask

definition than the “target binary mask,” make use of a differ-

ent T-F decomposition, or contain both false positive and false

negative errors, it is not generalizable enough in its current

form for widespread use.

In contrast to H-FA, STOI is able to qualitatively predict

the effects of clustering on speech intelligibility outcomes. It is

therefore a potential alternative to H-FA. However, STOI

tended to overpredict intelligibility, which is consist with the

findings in Healy et al. (2015). Furthermore, it is unclear how

STOI’s underprediction of the effect of clustering will impact

its ability to compare different estimation algorithms. To give

an illustrative example of how this can be problematic, suppose

that a hypothetical estimation algorithm tends to make errors

that are randomly distributed (i.e., c¼ 1.0) with a¼ 10% and

b¼ 35%. Then Fig. 2(a) suggests that listeners would on aver-

age recognize about 61% of words in sentences processed with

masks from that algorithm. Figure 2(c), on the other hand, sug-

gests that STOI would predict a score of about 82% correct.

Next, suppose that a second hypothetical algorithm makes

errors that tend to cluster together such that c¼ 2.0, and on av-

erage, the algorithm makes errors such that a¼ 15% and

b¼ 10%. Figure 2(a) suggests that listeners would recognize

about 58% of words in the sentences processed by this second

algorithm, which is slightly less than the first algorithm.

However, Fig. 2(c) suggests that STOI would predict a score of

about 92%, which is better than the first algorithm. Thus,

because STOI underpredicts the effect of clustering, it would

incorrectly predict that the second algorithm would elicit higher

intelligibility than the first algorithm. This hypothetical exam-

ple is informative, but further investigation is of course needed

in order to fully understand how the actual error distributions in

estimated binary masks (as opposed to systematically generated

error distributions) impact intelligibility outcomes, and further-

more, whether or not STOI is able to predict the outcomes. It is

clear, however, that the performance of estimation algorithms

should not be evaluated solely on the basis of H-FA since it

ignores error distributions altogether.
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